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Contract Negotiation Update: 6
August 31, 2015

Strike Threat & Pressure from School Districts Bring
Baumann Back to the Negotiating Table!
Dear Brothers and Sisters working for Baumann,

Much has occurred in recent days that we want to bring to your immediate attention.
Here’s an outline of what happened:
 In two dishonest letters of August 17, the Baumanns and their lawyer state there is no reason to
continue bargaining, that negotiations are over, that their “offer” is “fair” and will be imposed.
 Local 1205 demands Baumann rescind his unfair “offer” and return to bargaining.
 Baumann refuses to offer dates for bargaining, and again insists the company’s 3-years-of-wagefreezes “offer” is fair.
 Local 1205 and other organizations friendly to workers’ rights then begin to reach out to School
Districts, PTAs, and related groups across Long Island. We inform them of Baumann’s unfairness and
we announce the likelihood of an Unfair Labor Practices Strike against Baumann.
 It’s clear that within 24 hours Baumann receives numerous protests about his unfair treatment and
bad faith bargaining. Further, a number of School Districts tell Baumann that if he does not quickly
reach a fair settlement with Local 1205, the Districts will cancel contracts and use bus companies that
have stable relations with employees.
 Within minutes of these activities, Baumann executives and lawyers reach out to Local 1205 President
Timothy Lynch and agree to resume bargaining with a Federal Mediator present.
(Local 1205 had suggested days before that the parties meet with a Federal Mediator, but this
suggestion was ignored.)
 Three meeting dates, September 3, 8, & 9, on which to continue bargaining, are agreed to by the
company and the Union.
 Local 1205, as a good faith effort, announces it will refrain from any strike or other job actions until
after these meetings, hoping the meetings will result in a fair contract settlement.

Brothers and sisters, we cannot let these attention-grabbing events take our eyes off the prize! Yes, we can
cautiously hope progress will be made at these meetings—and I pledge to you that I and your entire
committee will do all we can to achieve fair compromises. But it’s only by our staying united and determined
to win, that a fair contract offer will come to be. Therefore, we must continue our strike preparations, and
continue encouraging each other to see and feel our collective strength, power and determination!
(OVER)

